Preschool Self-Portrait Rubic and Talk About Self & Family Prompts

Facial Features

Picture Content and
Proportions

Coloration

Details

4

3

2

1

All basic features are included and
are placed correctly: eyes. Ears,
nose, mouth and hairs. May includes
other important element, such as
glasses.

Student forms a circle and includes
forms for eyes, nose, mouth, and
hair, with approximate orientation and
placement.

The student forms a circle for
face with minimal facial
characteristics (eyes, mouth).
May not be placed correctly.

Random scribbles or forms
with no connection to
content

The student draws a head and torso,
including facial features and body
parts that are proportional. 7 -10
body parts. Includes other important
features, such as leg braces,
glasses, hearing aids. ear rings, etc.

The student draws a head and stick
figure body with minimal facial
features, 4-6 body parts, not yet
proportional

The student only draws a circle
with two sticks for arms or less
detail.

No recognizable forms in
relation to contend

Uses a variety of colors that
reflect own features
throughout. May use different
pressure to create
value/shade/texture.

Uses 2-4 colors appropriate
for features, though may not
be used correctly throughout.

Uses 2-3 colors, but not in
accordance to real facial
features, body parts, or
clothing.

Uses one color, no
extra color is added,
even when prompted.

Includes hair
texture/design/length and at
least 3 advanced features:
eye brows, eye lashes, neck,
clothing (details),

Includes hair length/cut and
1-2 advanced features, with
out prompting.

Includes 1 advanced
feature from the list (in
column 4), with a prompt.

No details are included

Interview Questions: To prompt a bit of a conversation. Record responses.
1. Tell me something that is special (unique) about you? It might be something you are good at, something you like to do, or
something you enjoy doing. Listen, then prompt - Tell me more. Add a Why or How question?
2. Tell me about your family. Who is in your family? What does your family do together? What do you like to do with your
family? Prompt for details.
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